The Active Social Studies Classroom

Make a map of your classroom!

How does myWorld
Interactive support
active learning?

ACTIVE CLASSROOM strategies are just one of the ways myWorld Interactive supports active
learning. These strategies provide a ton of cooperative learning activities to get your students actively
involved with the content.

Play, “Who Am I?”
using descriptions of
different branches of
the government.

Located strategically throughout every lesson!

Jumpstart Activities activate interest in
the chapter topic through a variety of unique
and engaging prompts.

Available in student worktext or in
online notebook

Activity-based
Learning

Sing About It! and Rap About It!

songs offer another way for students to
actively explore content through the use
of music. Students can clap, stomp, sing,
or rap…talk about engaging!
Located at the start of every chapter!

ü Reading Checks

Timelines to sequence events

Visuals to identify and label

Reading Checks are positioned strategically throughout the text to check
comprehension and ensure students interact with the text as they read.
You can also use them as a whole-class discussion point to encourage
collaboration and connections to the content.

Online interactivities

on Savvas Realize® help spark
interest and curiosity, while supporting
engagement with the content.

, accompanying

Videos

The Big Question

interactivities and videos encourage
excitement and active involvement at
the start of every chapter.

Interactivities

Student
Activity Mats

Student Activity Mats

provide numerous opportunities for students
to actively explore content in a variety of
ways. For example, students learn about
money by creating their own budgets!

Teacher Support Guide
provides ideas for using
each of the mats within
your classroom.

Available at point-of-use or download from the Reference Center folder on Savvas Realize

Activity Guide

Teacher Activity Guides

contain supplemental lesson plans
and creative activities to engage and
extend learning. The guides provide
Ø inquiry projects, to support
project-based learning;
Ø differentiated support options,
including whole class, small
group, and individual; and
Ø flexibility, so you can decide
what works for your students.

Primary
Sources

Readers
Theater

Additional
primary
sources to
provide
extra
support or
enrichment

Fun
skits/plays for
small groups
along with
rubrics to help
rank their
reading
performances

Great for supplemental support!
Quick
Activities
Activities to
extend
learning or
provide
additional
practice

Quests
Additional
opportunities
for inquiry
and projectbased
learning
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Need additional
tips?
Look no further than the Front Matter of your
Teacher’s Edition. The Real Learning Through
Inquiry and Activities section provides support for
high-quality, activity-based instruction.
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